Consumer Energy Alliance has recruited 2,534 of its consumer advocates in Arizona to make their positions known on net-metering.

Attached to this email please find a file which includes the 2,534 letters to the Arizona Corporation Commission from Arizona residents calling for the reform of Arizona's net-metering rules, which we would like to be made part of the record for docket # E-01345A-13-0248.

Thank you in advance for your assistance and please reach out to me at with any questions or concerns.

Thank you,

R.C. Hammond
October 14, 2013
Arizona Corporation Commission
1200 W. Washington St.
Phoenix, AZ 85007
Dear AZ Corporation Commission,

To the Arizona Corporation Commission,

Please accept the enclosed 2,534 comments from Consumer Energy Alliance’s consumer-advocates in support of proposals before the commission to reform Arizona's net-metering rules.

If you have any questions on these comments, their signatories, or any other matter, please contact R.C. E.

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on this important matter.

Thank you,

Michael Whatley
Executive Vice President
Consumer Energy Alliance

*End of Complaint*

Utilities' Response:

Investigator's Comments and Disposition:

Date Completed: 10/18/2013

Opinion No. 2013 - 113322
Dear AZ Corporation Commission,

Thank you for the opportunity to express my support for updating our state's net metering policies.

I am concerned that the current net metering system gives an unfair financial advantage to those who have rooftop solar panels and use the grid to sell any excess power that they generate back to the utility. This leaves customers like me with increased costs to maintain the grid.

You should use your authority to correct this policy so that anyone who uses the electric grid helps pay to maintain and keep it operating reliably at all times. Just because someone chooses to use solar doesn't mean I should have to pay them for it.

Please take action on this important matter as soon as possible. Any delay will just extend these unfair policies.

Thank you,

Laura Stacey
"End of Complaint"

Utilities' Response:

Investigator's Comments and Disposition:
Docketed
*End of Comments*

Date Completed: 10/18/2013

Opinion No. 2013 - 113319
Dear AZ Corporation Commission,

Thank you for the opportunity to express my support for updating our state's net metering policies.

I am concerned that the current net metering system gives an unfair financial advantage to those who have rooftop solar panels and use the grid to sell any excess power that they generate back to the utility. This leaves customers like me with increased costs to maintain the grid.

You should use your authority to correct this policy so that anyone who uses the electric grid helps pay to maintain and keep it operating reliably at all times. Just because someone chooses to use solar doesn't mean I should have to pay for it.

Please take action on this important matter as soon as possible. Any delay will just extend these unfair policies.

Thank you,

Laura Stacey
ARIZONA CORPORATION COMMISSION
UTILITY COMPLAINT FORM

*End of Complaint*

Utilities' Response:

Investigator's Comments and Disposition:
Docketed
*End of Comments*

Date Completed: 10/18/2013

Opinion No. 2013 - 113321
Thank you for the opportunity to express my support for updating our state’s net metering policies.

I am concerned that the current net metering system gives an unfair financial advantage to those who have rooftop solar panels and use the grid to sell any excess power that they generate back to the utility. This leaves customers like me with increased costs to maintain the grid.

You should use your authority to correct this policy so that anyone who uses the electric grid helps pay to maintain and keep it operating reliably at all times. Just because someone chooses to use solar doesn’t mean I should have to pay for it.

Please take action on this important matter as soon as possible. Any delay will just extend these unfair policies.

Thank you,

Laura Stacey
ARIZONA CORPORATION COMMISSION
UTILITY COMPLAINT FORM

*End of Complaint*

Utilities' Response:

Investigator's Comments and Disposition:
Docketed
*End of Comments*

Date Completed: 10/18/2013

Opinion No. 2013 - 113320